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Introduction 
Suppose R is a complete local Dedekind domain with quotient field F, and let f(x) be a 
monic polynomial in R[x] having non-zero discriminant. We present here a new 
algorithm to construct he maximal order of the algebra Af = F[x]/f(x)F[x]. The new 
algorithm incorporates ideas of Zassenhaus (1975, 1980) concerning P-adic stability and 
the algebraic decomposition ofA s . We show that it is always possible ither 
(i) to construct an integral element ~ in A~ such that the order R[~] is maximal, or 
(ii) to factorise f(x) properly in R[x], say f(x) = fl(x)f2(x), so that A s and As~ ff~ As2 
are isomorphic F-algebras, and the maximal order of Af is obtained readily as the 
sum of the maximal orders of A f, and Ay 2. 
Experimental evidence with deg (f) = n ~< 15 indicates an improvement by a factor of 
O(n TM) in execution time over the "second round" algorithm of Zassenhaus (1967, 1972). 
Definitions 
n is the degree of f 
P is the unique prime ideal in R. 
= RIP is the residue class field mod P of R. 
v: F ~ Q u {az} is the additive P-adic valuation of F. 
is an element of P with v(~) = 1. 
p is the characteristic of/~. 
No = N td {0} is the set of non-negative rational integers. 
- indicates F-algebra isomorphism. 
For 9(x) ~ R[x]: 
(i) d(o) is the discriminant of 9(x); 
(ii) ~(x) is the image of 9(x) in/~[x]. 
For c~ ~ As, #,(x) is the minimal polynomial of c~ over F. 
We say c~ ~ Af is "primary" if ~ is integral over R and ;t,(x) is a power of an irreducible 
polynomial in/~[x]. If ~ is primary, v~(x) denotes a monic polynomial in R[x] such that 
~(x) is the unique irreducible factor of /t~(x) in R[x]. For c~ ~ Af, suppose 
#,(x) = x" +clx~"-l + . . .  +c,,. Then we define 
v*(~) = min v(cj) 
l <~j~m j
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So v*(a) is the slope of the initial segment of the Newton polygon of #~(x). (See, e.g., 
Weiss, 1963, Section 3-1.) 
We define: 
Sf = the order R[x]/f(x)R[x]; 
O: = l-c~ ~ A:lv*(a) >~ 0} 
= the maximal order in Ay; and 
J :  --- {~ ~ A:lv*(a) > 0}. 
r 
Let f(x)=j~l-- fj(x) be the complete factorisation of f(x) into (necessarily distinct) 
irreducible factors in R[x3. Then Ej = F[x]/f~(x)F[x] is an algebraic extension field of 
F for 1 ~<j~<r, and Ay- -E  I~ . . .@E, .  If aj is the E:component of a, then 
#,(x) = LCM #,j(x). Furthermore (see Weiss, 1963, proposition 3-1 - 1), 
v*(c0 = rain vj(aj), where vj is the unique extension of v to  Ej. For a, fl ~ A/, the 
l~ j~r  
following are direct consequences of the properties of v: 
(i) ~ ~ F ~ v*(a)  = v(a); 
(ii) v*(a +fl) >f min {v*(a), v*(fl)}, with equality when v*(a) # v*(fl); 
(iii) v*(ccfl) >1 v*(a)+ v*(fl), with equality when ~ or fl lie in F; 
(iv) v*(a ~) = sv*(a) for s ~ No. 
For primary a, fl it follows that 
(v) v*(~) > 0 ~ ~(x)  = x; 
(vi) v*(~x) = 0-*:, vj(aj) = O, 1 <~ j <~ r; 
(vii) v*(a) = v*(fl) = 0 =~ v*(afl) = O; 
(viii) v*(a-f l)  > 0 ~ ~(x) = ~p(x); 
(ix) R[aq/J: is a field, and ~(x) is the minimal polynomial of ~+J I  over R+Jy .  
Criteria for Maximality 
From (Berwick, 1927) we have the following criterion for the maximality of the order 
S: = R[x]/f(x)R[x]: 
S: is maximal ~ there exists no decomposition f = g2ho+~gh I +n2h2, with g, ho, hi, 
h2 ~ R[x],  9 monic, deg (9) > 0. 
In 1975 Zassenhaus gave an equivalent criterion, better suited for computation: 
Determine monic f l ,  f2, f3, f4 ~ R[x] such that f l  is the square-free part off ,  f l  f2 = f, 
fa = GCD(ft, f2), Y2Y4 = -~ and set h = (f-f32f4)/n. Then S¢ is maximal .¢~ h and ]~ 
are relatively prime. 
We call a ~ Af a "Berwick Element" if 
(i) a is integral, and 
(ii) deg (#~) = n, and 
(iii) ~(x)  is square-free. 
If a is a Berwick element of Ay, then the order R[a] is maximal, by the Berwick criterion. 
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We call a ~ Af  an "Eisenstein Element" if 
(i) a is primary, and 
(ii) deg (v,) < n, and 
(iii) deg (#~) = n, and 
(iv) u*(v~(00) = deg (v,)/n. 
The order R[~] is maximal if c~ is an Eisenstein element. To see this, let k = n/deg (v,), and 
set h = (~--vk)/n. Then v*(v,(a)) = 1/k, and v*(h(cO) = 0, so ~, is not a factor of ~, and 
R[a] is maximal by the Zassenhaus criterion. 
Algebraic Decomposition 
Let a = v(d(f)), and let ~ =- x+f(x)R[x] .  In his proof of Lemma 3 Zassenhaus (1975) 
shows how, given b > a and g(x)~ R[x] with deg (g)< n, to construct a P-adically 
convergent sequence 
= 90, ~Pl, q92 . . . .  ~ ~p in R[~] 
such that 
(i) ~ = ~Pl = tP2 = • .. = ~p(mod phil]), so that 
R[~]  = Rico, ]  ~ R[~p2 ] . . . . .  R[(p],  
and, setting f*  = f+ ~z~+bg, 
(ii) f*(q~) = 0, so that 
Af = FEel  = FEq~] "~ As,. 
Since ~-=9(modPb[~]), (h(#)--h(~))/~ b must be integral for any h(x) mR[x]. 
Consequently, h(O/~ b is integral if and only if h(cp)/~ b is integral. Because nbOf ___ R[~l, 
an integral basis for O~,, expressed as polynomials in ~o, can immediately be rewritten in 
terms of ~ to give an integral basis for Om. 
In (Zassenhaus, 1980) it is established that it suffices to choose a+b > v(d(f)) for the 
F-algebras Am and A s, to be isomorphic. Therefore in what follows, as in (Ford, 1978), we 
take a+b = v(d( f ) )+ l .  (This bound can in fact be improved further by using the 
"reduced iscriminant"; see (Zassmnhaus, 1984).) 
Suppose a non-trivial approximate factorisation 
f (x)  = f i (x)f2(x)(mod pvta(y))+ 1 [x]) 
is known, with f1(x), f2(x) ~ R[x] monic and necessarily relatively prime. Then 
Af  ~- AS,.G ~-- Af,  (~ A¢: 
so that an integral basis for A m is known as soon as integral bases for A f, and Af ,  are 
known. Let a be a non-primary integral element of Af. We can determine h~, h2, a~, 
a 2 ~ R[x], h 1 and h: monic, deg (al) < deg (h2), deg (a2) < deg (hi), such that 
and ft,(x) = hl(x)h2(x) 
a~(x)~(x) + ~dx)h2(x) = i, 
For j = 1, 2 we set e I = a/a)h/a)  and perform the refinement 
e j ,,-- 3e 2 -- 2e~ 
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repeatedly until no change in ej occurs modulo p.<d~s})+ l[~]. We then choose as fj(x) the 
monic polynomial in R[x] of least degree such that 
to obtain the desired approximate factorisation of f(x). 
The Algorithm 
The algorithm that follows attempts to construct a Berwick or Eisenstein element in 
0f. 
Should a non-primary integral element be encountered, the algorithm breaks off the 
search and instead constructs the resulting approximate factorisation 
f(x) = f:  (x)f2(x)(rood pv(at:))+ : Ix]) 
and finds integral bases for A f, and A:~, from which an integral basis is formed for A:. All 
integral elements mentioned in what follows are therefore assumed to be primary. For 
primary 0 ~ O: we define 
(i) D o = deg (vo) 
(ii) No = deg (#o)/D o
(iii) Oo = 0 
(iv) 0x = vo(O) 
(v) v*(0:) = Lo/Mo, Lo, Mo G No, relatively prime 
(vi) roLo-soM o = 1, ro, so G No 
(vii) 02 = 0]0/rd ., so that v*(02) = 1/Mo. 
The initial choice for a is ~ -- x+f(x)R[x]. 
Should an element 0 e O: be encountered with Do)/O, then, assuming a+ 0 is primary, 
O~+ o ~LCM(D,,Do)> D e, and e is replaced by e+0.  Should an element 0 ~ Oz 
be encountered with Mo)/M,, we choose a, b, e ~ N o such that 
aM~ + bM o-  c = GCD(M,, Mo). Then q~ = ~o + a~0~/n c satisfies D,p = D, and 
My = LCM(M,, Mo) > M~, and a is replaced by ~0. The following steps are performed for 
each choice of ~. 
If necessary, a is replaced by a + 1, so that v*(c 0 = 0. 
If necessary, a is replaced by ~ + k~,  for some k G N, so that deg (#,) = n. 
If necessary, a is replaced by a 0 + az (which does not affect 5,), so that L, = 1. 
We now assume N, > 1 (otherwise ~ would be a Berwick element) and M, < N, 
(otherwise a would be an Eisenstein element). 
From the inclusion P~O: =_ R[a], for some e e No, it follows that the integral elements 
of A: lying outside R[a] have bounded P-adic value. The algorithm now attempts to 
construct fl ~ Oz, fl (~ R[e], with v*(fl) maximal, The initial choice for fl is c~°/rc. 
The following steps are performed for each choice of ft. 
Set k = M,v*(fl) and y -~ ).fl0/~], with i a suitably chosen unit of R (as will be clarified 
below). 
Choose r e N sufficiently large so that 0 :°~ ~ R[a] whenever 0 e R[a]+J: ,  and set 
-~ 7: °~. 
If 6 e R[a] we have a]6 e R[a], a]7 = 2tieR[a], and, because O~[D,, 6 -  7 ~ J:. So 
a](6-7) ¢ R[a], but v*(a](6-y)) = v*(a])+v*(h-y) > v*(a]) =- v*(fl). 
So B is replaced by a] (6 -  7). 
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If c5 ¢ R[a] then R[a, ~]/Js is not a field. We systematically examine elements of the 
form ~ + h(ct), with h(x) e R[x], deg (h) < D~, until discovering a non-primary element of 
Of. 
The preceding cycle of steps, increasing v*(fl), cannot be repeated indefinitely. It must 
be interrupted by one of the following: 
(i) discovery of a Berwick element; 
(ii) discovery of an Eisenstein element; 
(iii) discovery of a non-primary element; 
(iv) discovery of 0 ~ O s with DoXD~; 
(v) discovery of ~ e O s with MoXM~. 
Cases (i) and (ii) terminate the algorithm. Case (iii) lowers the degree of f,  and so can 
occur at most n -1  times. Cases (iv) and (v) occur finitely often, because D~ and M~ are 
bounded by n. 
The Global Case 
The algorithm can be used to compute the maximal order over a global Dedekind 
domain R as follows. 
For each prime P of R with square dividing d(f), apply the algorithm for Rp, the P-adic 
completion of R, to obtain a basis for an order over R. In this case the algorithm operates 
under the restriction that all integral quantities constructed must be globally integral 
Specifically, 
(1) ~ must be chosen to lie in R, and 
(2) the unit 4, used in the construction of the integral element ~,, must lie in R and must 
be chosen so that T is globally integral. 
The sum of all (finitely many) such locally maximal orders is the maximal order over R. 
An Example 
Let f(x) = x 7 - 7x 6 -- 5x 5 - x 4 - 2x 3 - 2x 2 -F 32. Then 
d(f) = 2733959029419409408 = 2 is . 653. 16369. 975701. 
In the following example we will construct a 2-maximal order of Z2[~], with all 2-adic 
approximations being made modulo 219 = 524288. 
For each polynomial fj(x) defined below, ~j denotes x+fj(X)Zz[X], and the 
"polynomial order" of fi(x) is the order 2~2[~j1. 
We immediately discover that ~ is not primary, since f(x) =- 
x4(x 3 -  x 2 -x  1 -  1)(mod 2). We construct approximate idempotents 
el = - 471034~ 6 - 213860~ 5 - 428935¢ ~-  317632~ 3 - 486362~  + 210528~ +127392, 
e 2 = 1-e~, 
yielding the approximate factors 
fl(x) = xa + 517505xE + 221653x-30183 and 
f2(x) = x 4 + 6776x a- 397394x 2 -- 488608x - 113376 of f(x). 
We must now construct maximal orders for Af, and AI~ separately. 
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Since f l (x )= (x+ 1)3(rood 2), we begin a search for a Berwick or Eisenstein element. 
The Zassenhaus criterion applied to f l (x )  is not satisfied. 
We set a = 4i. We find v*(cq) = 1/2, so that L, = 1, M, = 2. 
We set fl = c~/2 = (c~ 2+ 1)/2. 
We find that fl is not primary, having minimal polynomial 
#~(x) = x3- -x  2 = x2(x - 1)(mod 2). 
We construct approximate idempotents 
e3 = (334949cd +914130a- 97237)/2, 
e4 = 1 - -e3 ,  
yielding the approximate factorisation of f l (x )  into 
f3(x) = x -  129001 and 
f,,(x) = x2-402070x-447153.  
For each factor we must construct the maximal order of its polynomial algebra. For ./)(x), 
the Zassenhaus criterion immediately determines that its polynomial order is maximal. 
We find that f4(x) = (x -  1)2(mod 2), and the Zassenhaus criterion again determines that 
its polynomial order, with basis 1, ¢4 over 7/2, is maximal. 
Using the idempotents e 3 and e 4 to construct O.r, from Oi. ~ and Or, gives the basis 
I, ~, (~+ 1)/2 
for Oy 1 over 7/2. 
We now construct he maximal order of A r 2. 
We see that f2(x) = x4(mod 2). 
The Zassenhaus criterion is not satisfied. 
We search for a Berwick or Eisenstein element. 
We set c~ = Cz, which gives v*(c 0 > 0, and so we immediately replace c~ with c~ + 1. 
Then v*(~l) = 1/2, so L~ = 1, M, = 2. 
We set fl = c~/2 = ¢,2/2. Then 
#p(x) = x4-x  a - xZ(x 2 -  l)(mod 2), 
so fl is not primary. 
Again we construct approximate idempotents, 
e5 = ( -793620e a + 98010~ z + 421584c~+ 287472)/2, and 
e 6 = 1 - -e  5. 
The resulting approximate factors of f2(x) are 
fs (x)  = x = + 345960x + 90558 and 
f6(x) = x 2 + 185104x + 89968. 
We find that f s (x )= x = (rood 2), and that fs (x)  satisfies the Zassenhaus criterion. 
Therefore a 7/2-basis for Os~ is 1, 45. 
We likewise find that f6(x) ~ x 2 (mod 2), but in this case the Zassenhaus criterion is 
not satisfied. 
We set c~ = 46 + 1, since v*({6) > 0. 
We find v*(cq) = 2, so L, -~ 2 and M~ = 1. 
To reduce L~ to 1, we replace ~ by C~o+C~2 = (3{6+2)/2. 
We now have L~ = 1 and M= = 1. 
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We set/~ = c%/2 = 3¢6/4. 
We find v*(fl) = 0, and L¢ = Mp = 1. 
We sety=f l ,  and so L r= My= 1. 
We compute r = 10, and set 6 = y2r, reduced modulo Z2[~-], giving ~ = 3 e Z2[c¢]. 
Then ~5-y ¢ Z2[e], but v*(8-y) > v*(fl). 
We replace fl with 6 -y  = ( -3~6+ 12)/4. 
Now v*(/~) = 1, and Lp = Mp = 1. 
We set y = 16869fl/et, which becomes ( -3~6-4) /8  when reduced modulo 2Z2[~6]. 
It now occurs that vr(x)= x2-x  - 1, while v,(x)= x--1, so that DrXD,. Accordingly, 
we replace c~ with ~+7 = (9¢6+4)/8. 
Now #, = x 2 +x+ 1, and Z2[e ] is 2-maximal by the Berwick criterion. 
We have determined that I, (9~6 + 4)/8 is a ~z-basis for 0:6. 
Using es and e 6 and the Z2-bases for Oj.~ and O:~, we obtain the following 7]z-basis for 
O:~: 
1, ~2, ~/2 ,  ~ 2 ({2+ 4¢z - 2{z + 8)/16. 
Finally, we use e, and e2 and the bases for 0: ,  and 0:= to construct a ZE-basis for 0:: 
1, ~, ~2, ~a, (~4q_ ~z)/2, (~5.t. ~3)/2, 
(~6-- 3~5 -- ~4-- 5~3 -6¢  2 +6~+ 8)/16. 
Experimental Results 
The new algorithm was compared with the "Second Round" algorithm of Zassenhaus 
(1967; Ford, 1978), using as test data a set of 624 monic, irreducible polynomials with 
rational integer coefficients, of degrees 3 through 15, inclusive, with S: = Z[x]/f(x)7][x] 
non-maximal in each case. Each algorithm was programmed in the ALGEB language (see 
Ford, 1978) and was run on a Digital Equipment PDP-11/10 computer with 64k bytes of 
memory, under the RT-11 operating system. Using the least squares method to fit a line 
to the set of points (deg (f), log (r)), where r is the ratio of execution times for the two 
algorithms, we found the line to have slope 1.21, and to cross the x-axis at n = 9. From 
this evidence we conclude that the new algorithm is generally preferable when 
deg (f) > 9, and we conjecture that the average ratio of execution times for the two 
algorithms i approximately O(nl'al). 
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